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ABSTRACT

A new pancake-type pressure probe was developed for the measurement of blast pressure waves during the BIG SEA sled tests. This probe employs transducers of the type selected for wing pressure measurements in that program. It was evaluated in the shock tube under a range of flow Mach numbers encountered during the test. From these shock tube tests, a probe form calibration was determined.

Application of this type of probe to the BIG SEA tests is also described, including the mounting system, transducer and electronic calibration, and one blast wave record derived from this type of probe is presented. The results of the shock-overpressure measurements are compared with other test data.

The pancake probe has a diameter of 4 inches and a thickness of 0.5 inch. The accuracy of measurement has been determined to be 3-5% of the shock overpressure for blast waves where the positive duration is 10 milliseconds or greater. The response time has been found to be less than 0.7 milliseconds.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a  Local sonic velocity
C  Coefficient in Eq. (3)
d  Probe or cylinder diameter
\( f_R \)  Reflection factor based on Goodman\textsuperscript{1} empirical curve for free-air pentolite
M  Particle Mach number
p  Pressure
\( \dot{p} \)  Pressure as measured by probe
\( p_w \)  Pressure as measured at shock-tube wall
\( \Delta p \)  Blast overpressure
\( \Delta p_s \)  Shock overpressure
\( \Phi \)  Ratio of ambient pressure to 14.7 psi.
\( P_{21} \)  Shock pressure ratio, \( p_2/p_1 \)
q  Dynamic pressure, \( \frac{1}{2} p \dot{u}^2 \)
R  Distance from charge center to probe transducer, ft.
\( R_e \)  Probe Reynolds number, \( u_d/v \)
\( R_0 \)  Distance from charge center to track centerline at 9000 ft. station, ft.
S,d  Coordinates of vertical pipe support relative to 9000 ft. station, ft. (see Fig. 8)
t  Time
t"  Time referred to sled arrival at 20-millisecond trip
$\Delta t_{+\Delta p}$ Positive-overpressure duration of blast wave
$u$ Particle velocity
$W$ Charge weight, lb. of explosive
$\bar{W}$ Effective charge weight, lb. of pentolite
$\beta$ $\sqrt{1-M_2^2}$
$\rho$ Density
$\gamma$ Kinematic viscosity

**Subscripts**

- $0$ Ambient conditions
- $1$ Conditions ahead of shock in shock tube
- $2$ Conditions behind shock in shock tube
SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

During the first portion of the BIG SEA program \(^1\) of blast experiments conducted at Edwards Air Force Base, it was found that the calibrations of the piezo-electric pressure probes which were in use for measuring the blast overpressure were not repeatable. This problem was also evident in the scatter of the blast data that were obtained. Therefore, the pressure probe, described in Section II, was developed for these blast measurements.

A pancake configuration was selected for the probe, similar to the configuration employed by the Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, except that the thickness was increased from 0.25 to 0.5 inches in order to accommodate the pressure transducer that was available. The diameter of the probe was increased from 3 to 4 inches to keep the thickness ratio down to 12.5 percent, but this thickness ratio is still relatively large, so the probe was calibrated in the shock tube where an accurate calibration could be obtained. The aerodynamic response time for a probe of this size was expected to be a point of concern, so the response time was also measured in these shock-tube tests. These tests are described in Section III, and the results are discussed with reference to the accuracy that was achieved in the blast measurements carried out in the BIG SEA program.

The technique that was devised for measuring the blast overpressure in the field is presented in Section IV, and the results from shock-overpressure measurements in the BIG SEA tests using this equipment are presented and discussed with reference to previous measurements that were collected by Goodman \(^2\).

Recommendations for modification of this probe for future tests are discussed.
SECTION II

GENERAL

2.1 Description of Pressure Probe

A sketch of the probe is shown in Fig. 1. It has a pancake configuration with a four-inch diameter and 0.5-inch thickness. Two Bytrex semiconductor strain-gage-type pressure transducers Model No. HF-100 are mounted on the opposite faces. These particular transducers were selected because they had been used successfully in the BIG SEA program for measuring the pre-blast and blast-induced pressures on wings, and they had exhibited a high degree of accuracy, stability, and repeatability.

In blast experiments, the plane of the probe is oriented in a vertical plane with the axis through the stem of the probe being directed toward the center of the explosive as shown in Fig. 2. The transducers are displaced laterally from this axis in order that the probe be as thin as possible. The leads from the transducers are fed out through a passage in the sting of the probe.

2.2 List of Calibrations

Three types of calibrations were made of the probe system:

1. **Probe Form Calibration.** A probe acts as a disturbance to the blast-induced flow, so it is necessary to determine a relationship between the probe-measured pressure and the undisturbed blast (free-stream) pressure. This calibration was made in the MIT 8 x 24-inch shock tube, and is described in Section III.

2. **Pressure Transducer Calibration.** Each pressure transducer is in a bridge circuit to its amplifier. The
pressure transducers were calibrated in the probe while in position by applying pressure to each transducer and comparing the amplifier output against the output obtained when precision resistors were inserted in the bridge. Thus the transducers were calibrated against the resistors. This calibration was made before and after every run in the laboratory and the field.

3. **Amplifier and Recorder Calibration.** A few seconds prior to each test in the field, the precision resistors were switched into the bridge circuits to calibrate the electronic system. These signals were placed at the beginning of the recorder tapes, thereby providing an in-run calibration in the field.

All three calibrations must be made to assure successful measurement of the pressure. Further details of the calibrations are given in Sections III and IV.
SECTION III
LABORATORY TESTS

3.1 Test Setup

In a steady-state flow, the pressure probe would be calibrated as a function of Mach number, and perhaps, Reynolds number. For measurements in a blast wave, the effect of the diffracting shock wave and time-dependent flow field must be determined. Accordingly, the probe was calibrated in the MIT 8 x 24-inch shock tube where both the "steady-state" and transient calibrations could be determined in the same set of tests.

A photograph of the probe, in the shock tube, is shown in Fig. 3. The probe was oriented with the pancake horizontal to minimize the wall interference. A special sting was built to position the probe well ahead of the cross-support in order to delay the arrival at the sensor of the shock reflected from the downstream cross-support; the calibration period was terminated when this reflected shock reached the probe.

A sketch of the test setup in the shock tube is shown in Fig. 4. The objective of the tests was to compare the pressure measured by the probe against the well-defined pressure behind the shock wave. The shock overpressure was measured by a Bytrex pressure transducer located in the wall of the shock tube 12.2 inches ahead of the center of the sensing area of the probe, well upstream of the probe disturbances. The shock velocity and strength were determined by measuring the difference in the shock arrival time at two Schlieren light screens on a 3-ft. spacing ahead of the probe, and were checked against measurement of the shock overpressure.
The pressure signals were recorded on a Tektronix 551 dual-beam oscilloscope. Typical oscilloscope traces are shown in Fig. 5. The wall pressure, \( P_w \), was recorded on the upper beam, and the difference between the probe-measured pressure, \( \tilde{p} \), and wall pressure was recorded on the lower beam; the latter is the calibration quantity, so the sensitivity was made 5 times greater than for the upper beam in order to increase the accuracy. On the oscillograph records, it is evident that the lower beam is driven off-scale when the shock reaches the wall transducer, and returns on-scale when the shock reaches the probe transducer.

The initial pressure, \( p_1 \), in the shock tube was 31 inches Hg., approximately one atmosphere, in most of the tests. A few runs were made with an initial pressure of 5 in. Hg., with the hope of being able to extend the tests to higher Mach numbers within the shock-tube pressure capability; it turned out that the latter data departed from the one-atmosphere data at transonic speeds, so the sub-atmospheric tests were abandoned. The Mach number of the shock-induced flow, \( M_2 \), varied from 0.15 to 0.76.

3.2 Probe Form Calibration

It turns out that the probe has a response time (until signal remains within \( \pm 0.05 \Delta p_s \) of steady state) of 0-0.7 milliseconds. Therefore, the first millisecond of the probe traces \( \tilde{p} - P_w \) was ignored, and the probe calibration was obtained from a faired curve of the trace for the next 2 milliseconds. The traces had a peak-to-peak oscillation of about 10 percent of the shock overpressure, \( \Delta p_s \), and it is estimated that the trace could be faired to about 0.03 \( \Delta p_s \). For all of the test data, the ratio \( (\tilde{p} - P_w)/(p_2 - p_1) \) is plotted in Fig. 6a as a function of \( M_2 \).
A calibration curve was obtained as a function of the flow Mach number $M$ by using the Prandtl-Glauert relation for subsonic flow giving

$$\frac{\tilde{p}}{q} = \frac{C}{\beta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $q$ is dynamic pressure, $C$ is a constant to be determined, and $\beta = \sqrt{1-M^2}$. Equation (1) would be expected to apply under conditions of steady-state flow provided the speed is below the critical Mach number and Reynolds number effects are not significant. The data in Fig. 6a are presented in terms of the pressure jump across the shock, $p_2-p_1$, and the properties behind the shock front, for which Eq. (1) becomes

$$\frac{\tilde{p}}{p_2-p_1} = \frac{C}{\beta_2} \frac{q_2}{p_2-p_1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

In Fig. 6b, the calibration lines identified in Fig. 6a appear as straight lines, based on changing Eq. (2) as follows:

$$\left(\frac{\tilde{p}}{p_2}\right)_{\beta_2} \frac{\beta_2}{q_2} = C$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

At subsonic speeds below the critical Mach number, the best fit to the data was obtained with $C = -0.22$. The critical Mach number for $p_1 \approx 1$ atmosphere appears to be $M = 0.55$. Above the critical Mach number, the data were fitted by taking $C$ as a linear polynomial in $M_2$, giving
\[ C = -0.22 \quad M_2 \leq 0.55 \]

\[ = -0.44 + 0.4 M_2 \quad 0.55 \leq M_2 \leq 0.75 \] (4)

The standard deviation of the data in Fig. 6a from this curve is 0.02, which indicates that the previous estimates of \( \pm 0.03 \Delta p_s \) for the accuracy of fairing the traces is about right.

To apply the probe form calibration obtained in the shock tube to measuring the pressure in a blast wave, the instantaneous quantities \( M, \beta, \) and \( q \) would be used in place of the properties \( M_2, \beta_2, \) and \( q_2 \) for the shock tube. Specifically, Eq. (1) would be employed where \( C \) is obtained from Eq. (4) with the subscript 2 suppressed. In this regard, it should be pointed out that the probe does not have an instantaneous response, so the instantaneous quantities must be employed with regard to the finite response time, which will be discussed below.

It should be noted that the effect of Reynolds number is not specifically included in this calibration. The Reynolds number is expected to have a negligible effect for subsonic flow. But, for a given initial pressure, the Reynolds number is a function of \( \Delta p_s \), and approximately decays as a function of \( \Delta p \) until the arrival of the contact surface. Therefore, the Reynolds number is implicit in the Mach number (or overpressure) dependence of the probe form calibration. At transonic speeds \((M > 0.55)\) there was an effect of the initial pressure on the probe form calibration and this is interpreted as a Reynolds number effect. Therefore, at transonic speeds, the calibration given by Eq. (3) has an implicit Reynolds number effect which is approximately prescribed by the initial pressure.
3.3 Probe Response Time

The pressure transducer has a response time of 50 microseconds\(^3\), but the time required for the flow surrounding the probe to come to equilibrium is considerably longer. The latter response time, which could be called the aerodynamic response time, has been determined and will now be discussed.

The 5 traces of \(p - p_w\) in Fig. 5 are typical of the results of the shock-tube tests. A curve was faired through the traces, and it was found that the faired curve would attain to within 5 percent of the steady-state value within 0.7 milliseconds. There was no particular trend in the response time with Mach number; in fact, it was difficult to determine the response time with much accuracy because of the oscillation in pressure due to the diffraction of the shock wave and succeeding rarefaction and shock waves -- particularly at the higher shock strengths. In view of this uncertainty, the aerodynamic response time was given the nominal value of one millisecond; accordingly, the first millisecond of each trace was ignored in both the calibration and blast records.

The aerodynamic response time can also be estimated by using indicial-sinking theory. If a circular cylinder is suddenly set in motion normal to its axis at a constant speed, the indicial-sinking theory of Miles\(^4\) indicates that the loading on the cylinder would reach essentially steady state in the time \(\Delta t'\), where

\[
\frac{a \Delta t' R}{d} = 3 \tag{5}
\]
a is the speed of sound, and d is the cylinder diameter. If, to estimate the response time of the probe, d is taken as the probe diameter and $a = 1100$ to $1300$ fps, then $\Delta t_R' \approx 1$ msec., which agrees with the measured response time for the shock diffraction.

The response time is a principal factor affecting the accuracy in determining the shock overpressure from the pressure records. This is shown in the figure below where the response time is indicated as $\Delta t_R$.

The shock overpressure is determined by extrapolating the recorded overpressure data in the period immediately following $\Delta t_R$ to the shock arrival time. The error in this extrapolation, indicated as A in the sketch, is due to the combined effects of two factors: (1) the uncertainty associated with extrapolating the data over the time interval $\Delta t_R$ (even if $B$ is zero), and (2) the offset in the extrapolation due to $B$, which arises from the pressure lag during the decay period.

The error $B$, during the decay period, can be estimated by assuming that the probe responds as a first-order system for which the time constant would be equal to one-third of the response time, i.e., $\Delta t_R/3$. By approximating the decay as a straight line, the error is
\[
\frac{B}{\Delta p_s} = \frac{\Delta t_R}{3\Delta t_{+\Delta p}}
\] (6)

To keep this error \( B \) within 0.03 \( \Delta p_s \), it is necessary that \( \Delta t_{+\Delta p} \geq 10 \text{ msec.} \) for \( \Delta t_R = 1 \text{ msec.} \). This is the error estimate for the decay period of the blast wave, after the probe has responded to the shock and before the contact surface arrives.

The error \( A \) in the extrapolation of the overpressure for short duration blasts can now be estimated. For \( \Delta t_{+\Delta p} = 10 \text{ msec.} \), \( A \) is 5 percent of \( \Delta p_s \); 3 percent due to \( B \), and 2 percent due to the extrapolation.

The result is that the probe can be expected to have a 5 percent accuracy in blast measurements, so long as \( \Delta t_{+\Delta p} \geq 10 \text{ msec.} \). For shorter blast durations, it would be advisable, (a) to reduce the probe diameter in order to reduce the aero-
dynamic response time, and (b) to reduce the thickness ratio in order to reduce the magnitude of the probe error \( \tilde{p} - p \).
SECTION IV
FIELD TESTS

4.1 Blast-Line Setup

The probe was employed in the BIG SEA program to measure the HE-produced blast wave in aircraft/nuclear-blast simulation experiments. The technique that was developed to use the probe in the blast tests in the field and the results of these tests are described in the following.

Each probe was attached to a horizontal sting, which extended the probe about 4 feet ahead of a vertical support pipe installed in a concrete base, Fig. 7. The probe sting was attached to the support pipe by a clamp which was streamlined to minimize shock reflections upstream to the probe. The probe was aligned to the HE charge as shown in Fig. 7.

A photograph of one blast-line pressure probe used in a typical test is shown in Fig. 2. Ten probes were employed per run. The probe array for each of the 9 runs of the BIG SEA program in which these probes were used is given in Table 1 for the ground plan shown in Fig. 8.

The accompanying electronic equipment was housed in a steel box, fabricated of 1/4-inch steel plate, partially buried in the site area. The top of the box was nearly flush with the surface of the ground. The box contained the amplifiers, tape recorder, power supplies, automatic calibration unit, timing receiver, and control unit. A photograph of this box is shown in Fig. 9. In most cases the wires from the probe to the box were buried for blast isolation. The tape recorder and timing receiver were shock-mounted in the box.
The electronic system for each probe is shown schematically in Fig. 10. For nine probes in each run the circuit shown in Fig. 10a was used, where the two signals from each probe were amplified and summed; the reason for summing the signals was to minimize the effect of flow direction, or probe alignment, on the overpressure measurement. For one probe in each run, the circuit shown in Fig. 10b was used, where the signals from each transducer were amplified and recorded separately; in this way the overpressure could be determined from the sum of the two signals and the flow direction could be determined from the difference.

The signals were saturation recorded on a 14-track Leach MTR-1200 magnetic tape recorder using a 54-kc. center frequency with 40% deviation. The tape speed was 60 ips. in record mode, and 30 ips. in playback mode. A 100-kc compensation signal was recorded on one track of each head, which reduced the wow-and-flutter signal to about 1 percent of the full band deviation.

4.2 Pressure-Transducer Calibration

For the transducer pair of each probe when used in combined fashion, the amplifiers were equalized and the output was balanced. The pressure transducers were calibrated against the precision resistors having nominal values of 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of full-scale pressure. The calibrations were made before and after each run.

A typical calibration is shown in Fig. 11. The pressure was applied to each transducer, and the calibration data were least-square fitted with a straight line. The precision resistors of the in-run calibration system were then individually switched into the transducer bridges to obtain the equivalent
pressure for each resistor, including the value with no resistor. The pre-run and post-run calibrations were averaged to provide a calibration. This comprised the pressure transducer calibration (which is independent of the amplifiers and recorders).

4.3 In-Run Calibration and Event Sequence

The event sequence during a typical field test is discussed with reference to Fig. 12, which is a sketch of the tape-recorder signals for a pressure-transducer track and a timing track. The tape recorder has a two-minute record duration at a tape speed of 60 in. per second. Shortly after the recorder was started, the in-run calibration system was sequenced through the calibrate cycle, switching in the precision resistors for the 5-step (nominal 100, 75, 50, 25, and 0 percent of full-scale pressure) in-run calibration of the recorder tape.

After the calibrate sequence was completed for all of the recorders located on both the sled and the blast line, the sled-start was initiated. When the sled reached a pre-selected pair of screen boxes along the track, the blast was initiated. The time base, which is shown as the lower track in Fig. 12, was recorded on a separate track of each recorder. The signal was initially at the "off" level on this track. When the sled reached a second pair of screen boxes, called the 20-millisecond trip, the signal level on the time track was switched to the "on" level simultaneously on all recorders to provide a common time origin. The time code rode on the "on" level. Time after the 20-millisecond trip has been given the symbol $t^\prime$. 
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4.4 Data Reduction

The tapes were processed in the A/D conversion at a 50-microsecond sampling rate and the three calibrations (probe, pressure transducer, and in-run calibrations) were introduced to give a digitalized tape output in terms of blast overpressure. The pressure history was then machine plotted for each probe as shown in Fig. 13.

The pressure history in Fig. 13 is typical of the blast-line results. The shock front arrived at \( t'' = 17.05 \text{ msec.} \), and decayed fairly smoothly until unidentified waves arrived at \( t'' = 25 \text{ msec.} \). The second shock from the HE detonation arrived at \( t'' = 37 \text{ msec.} \). The arrival of the bow wave from the sled was predicted to be at \( t'' = 44.6 \text{ milliseconds} \), and is identified in the figure.

4.5 Field-Test Results

The whole period of positive overpressure of a blast wave is generally important in blast-loading experiments. But Goodman\(^2\) has collected data of the shock overpressure for free-air blasts using Pentolite in a large number of tests. Therefore, it was desired to compare the measurements of the shock overpressure in the present tests with the data of reference 2, recognizing that this is only a comparison of data at the shock front, but that it was the only large collection of experimental data available for this comparison. The errors in the pressure measurement are expected to be greatest in determining the shock overpressure, for the reasons mentioned above, so that the evaluation of the probe errors at the shock front should provide a conservative indication of the probe accuracy.
Before proceeding with the comparison, it should be noted that there is a large scatter in the shock overpressure ratio data presented by Goodman; this amounts to as much as ±25% at the shock strengths of interest, so that these data should be used primarily to indicate the trend of the overpressure variation with blast radius. In fact, Goodman empirically fitted an equation to these data which will be useful for this comparison.

The shock overpressure, $\Delta p_s$, was obtained for each probe, as described above, by extrapolating the data after the first millisecond from shock arrival back to the shock arrival time. The shock overpressure ratio, $\Delta p_s/p_1$, is plotted in Fig. 14 as a function of the reduced charge radius, $R(P/W)^{1/3}$, for all of the probes used in Runs 5-8 of the BIG SEA tests, where $W$ is the weight of the charge. No adjustment has been made to these data as presented in Fig. 14 for a slightly greater yield of Pentolite than TNT, which is given as 10 percent by Baker and Schuman, a 3 percent effect on the reduced charge radius.

The empirical curve obtained by Goodman for free-air Pentolite blasts is plotted in Fig. 14, and also a curve representing perfect reflection of a "Goodman" Pentolite charge, which corresponds to a reflection factor, $f_R$, of 2. The data of the BIG SEA tests lie relatively close to the $f_R = 2$ curve, and the spread of the data in the region of high data density is noticeably less than for the data presented in Reference 2.

The above comparison is encouraging, but it is possible that the scatter between measurements in any one run might be even less, due to a difference in the yield/weight ratio between runs. To determine the radial and spherical consistency of the shock overpressure data on a run-by-run basis, the effective (Goodman) yield was computed in each run by computing
the yield that Goodman's empirical curve would give for the shock overpressure measured by each probe and averaging the values for a run to give an effective yield, \( \overline{W} \), for each run; this value is tabulated in Table 2 in terms of a reflection factor, which is the ratio

\[
f_R = \frac{W}{\overline{W}} \quad \text{for Pentolite}
\]

\[
= 1.1 \frac{W}{\overline{W}} \quad \text{for TNT}
\]

The 1.1 factor between the yield of Pentolite and TNT was taken from Reference 5. With this yield \( \overline{W} \), Goodman's empirical equation was then used to compute a shock overpressure for each probe, called \( \Delta p_s \) (Goodman). The standard deviation of \( \Delta p_s \) as measured, to \( \Delta p_s \) (Goodman) was computed and tabulated in Table 2. It ranged from 3.7 to 6.6 percent in these runs.

This spread of the data in the field tests is about what would be expected with the 3-5 percent accuracy that was determined from the laboratory tests described above, and indicated that no important additional errors have entered in the field tests. Actually, the error in the shock-overpressure measurements may be even less, because any variation of the blasts in spherical symmetry or radial decay rate from Goodman's empirical equation would increase this number; however, it should be noted that there was no detectable trend of departure noted in these runs, except for a test (run F2) where the charge consisted of 8-lb. blocks of TNT in a 216-lb. stack and the blast was definitely nonspherical.
The probe that was developed should be useful for a wide range of blasts. It has an accuracy of 3-5 percent, referred to shock overpressure, for blasts where the positive-overpressure duration is at least 10 milliseconds, which is satisfactory for many tests. It has been calibrated up to shock strengths of $P_{21} = 3$.

However, the probe was developed in a relatively short time, and there are some improvements that could be made in the probe for future tests. This will be discussed with reference to the traces in Fig. 5.

There are large oscillations in the probe pressure immediately after shock arrival, particularly at the higher Mach numbers. The period of the oscillations is about 0.6 milliseconds. These oscillations are attributed to the diffraction of the initial shock and succeeding shocks and rarefaction waves over the probe. The magnitude of the oscillations is expected to be proportional to thickness ratio of the probe, so it would be useful to reduce the thickness of the probe in order to reduce the oscillations in the pressure signal.

The aerodynamic response time of the probe is expected to scale with the probe size; therefore, it would be worthwhile to reduce the probe diameter. Of course, reducing the probe diameter would increase the thickness ratio, which would increase the error in the pressure signal. So, it would be useful to test several probes with different diameters, all having a minimum thickness, to determine which gives the best overall performance.

Above 4 milliseconds after the shock reaches the probe, there is a large fluctuation in the signal that is attributed
to the reflection of the shock from the probe support. This interference signal increases markedly with shock strength; at $P_{21} = 3.05$ it is about 20 percent of $\Delta p_s$. Therefore, attention should be given to the support pipe that supports the probe sting in the field. The cross piece that supports the sting in the shock tube is about the same diameter as the support pipe used in the field. The coupling between the sting and the cross piece in the shock tube is more streamlined than the clamp used in the field, but the interference in the shock tube is increased somewhat by the confinement of the walls.

All of these problems increase as the shock strength is increased. It would be worthwhile, therefore, in future test programs to consider modifying the probe and support system to achieve greater accuracy with the probe in shock overpressure measurements, particularly for shock strengths greater than 2 and positive overpressure durations less than 10 milliseconds.
SECTION VI
CONCLUSIONS

Based on the tests of the probe in the shock tube and use of the probe in the BIG SEA tests, the following conclusions are made for shock overpressure measurements in the region of the blast between the shock front and the contact surface up to a flow Mach number of 0.75.

1. The accuracy for overpressure measurements is about 3 percent, except at the shock front, for blasts with positive overpressure durations of more than 10 msec.

2. The accuracy for shock overpressure measurements is about 5 percent for positive overpressure durations of more than 10 msec.

3. The aerodynamic response time of the present probe (± 5 percent of step pressure) is about one millisecond.

4. The accuracy of the probe could be improved by reducing, (a) the probe thickness ratio, which would reduce proportionately the magnitude of the calibration, and, perhaps, (b) the probe diameter, which would reduce proportionately the response time.
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Figure 2 Photograph of Blast-Line Pressure Probe Mounted Facing 12,000 Pound TNT Charge
Figure 3  Blast-Line Probe Mounted in Shock Tube for Calibration
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Figure 4  Sketch of Arrangement for Calibration of Blast-Line Probe in Shock Tube
$P_{21} = 2.08, M_2 = 0.500$

$P_{21} = 2.91, M_2 = 0.709$

Figure 5  Typical Oscillograph Records from Shock-Tube Calibration of Blast-Line Probe, $P_1 = 31''$ Hg
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Figure 6 Calibration of Blast-Line Probe
Figure 7  Sketch of a Typical Blast-Line Pressure Probe Installation
Figure 8  Sketch of Blast-Line and Sled Track
Figure 9  Photograph of Blast-Line Amplifier, Power Supply and Tape-Recorder Installation
Figure 10  Schematics of Electronic Circuits
Figure 11  Typical Blast-Line Pressure Transducer Calibration
Figure 12  Sketch of Typical Signals from a Blast-Line Tape Recorder
Figure 13  Measured Blast Overpressure, Data Run 4,
Location $S = +35$ ft., $d = +4.5$ ft.
Figure 14  Shock Overpressure in BIG SEA Tests
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support Pipe Location (S,d)</th>
<th>Run (Data No.)</th>
<th>Radius R from charge center to probe transducer, ft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>F2, F3</td>
<td>F5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>34.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>118.8</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>112.2</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>132.5</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>127.6</td>
<td>214.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>203.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>117.5</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>109.8</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>128.1</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>116.3</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE:**

**Blast-Line Gage Locations for the BIG SEA Program**
### TABLE 2
**Shock Data for BIG SEA Tests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>F6</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge description</td>
<td>TNT</td>
<td>Pent.</td>
<td>TNT</td>
<td>TNT</td>
<td>Pent.</td>
<td>TNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge weight, lb.</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from track center-line to charge, ft.</td>
<td>213.8</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>185.0</td>
<td>162.8</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>184.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_R$</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi_S$</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_S$</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_S$</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t + \Delta p$ (9000 ft. sta)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std.dev.$[1 - \frac{\Delta p(\text{meas})}{\Delta p(\text{Goodman})}]$</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data are deleted for tests in which stacked 8-lb. blocks of TNT in aggregate of 216 lbs. were employed, since the associated blast fields appear to lack repeatability and symmetry.
Pressure Probe and System for Measuring Large Blast Waves

Abstract

A new pancake-type pressure probe was developed for the measurement of blast pressure waves during the BIG SEA sled tests. This probe employs transducers of the type selected for wing pressure measurements in that program. It was evaluated in the shock tube under a range of flow Mach numbers encountered during the test. From these shock tube tests, a probe form calibration was determined.

Application of this type of probe to the BIG SEA tests is also described, including the mounting system, transducer and electronic calibration, and one blast wave record derived from this type of probe is presented. The results of the shock-overpressure measurements are compared with other test data.

The pancake probe has a diameter of 4 inches and a thickness of 0.5 inch. The accuracy of measurement has been determined to be 3-5% of the shock overpressure for blast waves where the positive duration is 10 milliseconds or greater. The response time has been found to be less than 0.7 milliseconds.
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